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FOCUS ON...FOCUS ON...FOCUS ON...    

RISKS...RISKS...RISKS...

SAFETY FEATURESSAFETY FEATURESSAFETY FEATURES

WHAT IS IT?WHAT IS IT?WHAT IS IT?

If you experience something negative online remember to reach out to adults
at home or school. Also remember you can report to CEOP & talk to Childline.

Advice for keeping safe onlineAdvice for keeping safe onlineAdvice for keeping safe online

TOP TIPS...TOP TIPS...

  

TikTok Now is a newly released videoTikTok Now is a newly released video    'effect' on the social'effect' on the social
media platform TikTok. It allows you to to capture whatmedia platform TikTok. It allows you to to capture what
you're doing in the moment using your device’s front andyou're doing in the moment using your device’s front and

back camera. With a daily prompt to capture a 10-secondback camera. With a daily prompt to capture a 10-second
video or a static photo to easily share what you're up to.video or a static photo to easily share what you're up to.

By default, all TikTok Now posts are private and onlyBy default, all TikTok Now posts are private and only
shown to your friends and followers.shown to your friends and followers.
The option to show to everyone is not available if youThe option to show to everyone is not available if you
are under 18.are under 18.
If you are 13- to 15-years-old you should only be ableIf you are 13- to 15-years-old you should only be able
to post comments on your friend’s photos or videos.to post comments on your friend’s photos or videos.

  

FOMO (Fear Of Missing Out) -FOMO (Fear Of Missing Out) -
you might feel pressure toyou might feel pressure to  
  overshare.overshare.  
Potential to interact withPotential to interact with
strangers.strangers.
Peer pressure.Peer pressure.  
Your content could beYour content could be
screenshot, maliciously edited &screenshot, maliciously edited &
shared.shared.  

CheckCheck    your privacy settings.your privacy settings.
Understand the risks of sharingUnderstand the risks of sharing
personal information.personal information.
Make sure content is checked by aMake sure content is checked by a
'trusted adult' before it's shared.'trusted adult' before it's shared.  
Talk to adults about the risksTalk to adults about the risks
associated with being online, howassociated with being online, how
to seek support and report.to seek support and report.  

Explore safe & fun TikTok NowExplore safe & fun TikTok Now
content.content.  
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